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“You can’t really know 
where you are going until 

you know where you 
have been” 

-Maya Angelou
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A solid foundation was laid for exoplanet 
atmospheric characterization in the era of JWST
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Hubble provided first detection of an exoplanet atmosphere

2001 – Hubble’s STIS Instrument



Spitzer was among the first to 
measure the light (or absence 
thereof) from an exoplanet

2005



Spitzer obtained the first mid-infrared 
emission spectra of exoplanets

2007



Spitzer provided our first insights 
into the complex chemistry in 
sub-Jovian sized worlds

2010



Improved observational techniques brought higher fidelity 
multi-dimensional views of exoplanet atmospheres 

The high-precision offered by Hubble’s WFC3 spatial scanning mode that came online in 
2012 has given us some of the highest-definition looks at exoplanet atmospheres to date.

strongly suggestive of inhomogeneous dayside cloud coverage,
with cloudy western daysides and clear eastern daysides
(Demory et al. 2013; Esteves et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2015;
Parmentier et al. 2015, submitted; Shporer & Hu 2015), very
much in agreement with expectations.

In the remainder of the paper we describe how a nonuniform
cloud cover along the planetary terminator can influence the
observed transit transmission spectra and how failing to
account for nonuniform cloud cover can bias molecular
abundance determinations. In Section 2 we illustrate the basic
idea and describe the impact that nonuniform terminator cloud
cover can have on transit transmission spectra. Section 3
reviews, analytically, the basic mechanisms that control the
shape of transit transmission spectra and the role ofnonuni-
form terminator cloud cover. In Section 4 we show
quantitatively, via atmospheric retrievals, hownonuniform
cloud cover can impact water abundance determinations on
both synthetic data and twowell-observed planets, the
hotJupiter HD189733b and warm Neptune HAT-P-11b. In
Section 5 we show how nonuniform cloud cover can present
itself as residuals in transit light curves. Finally, we summarize
our findingsand discusscaveatsandimplications in Section 6.

2. BASIC CONCEPT AND IMPACTON TRANSIT
TRANSMISSION SPECTRA

We use a transit transmission forward model (Line
et al. 2013; Kreidberg et al. 2014b, 2015; Swain et al. 2014)
to generate a variety of spectra over the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) bandpass to
illustrate the basic concept. The model numerically solves the
equations described in Brown (2001) and Tinetti et al. (2012).
The inputs are the scale height isothermal temperature (T), the
planetary radius at 10 bars, the opaque (in the limb geometry)
gray cloud top pressure (Pc), a terminator cloud fraction (f), and
the gas abundances. For simplicity we include only water as the
gaseous absorber as it has been the only molecule robustly
detected over the WFC3 bandpass (e.g., Deming et al. 2013;
Kreidberg et al. 2014a, 2015). The remaining “filler” gas is
assumed to be a mixture of molecular hydrogen and helium in
solar proportions. Clouds are modeled rather simplistically
assuming that no light is transmitted through the atmosphere at
pressures deeper than Pc. Nonuniform cloudy transmission
spectra are computed via a linear combination of a globally
clear atmosphere and globally cloudy atmosphere (similar to
Marley et al. 2010; Morley et al. 2014 for brown dwarf
emission spectra) using the following:

B B B� � �M M Mf f1 , 1f, ,cloudy ,clear( ) ( )

where BM f, is the wavelength-dependent eclipse depth for cloud
fraction fandBM,cloudy and BM,clear are the wavelength-depen-
dent eclipse depths for a globally cloudy and globally clear
atmosphere, respectively. This is effectively a “two-dimen-
sional” model as we do not consider variations along the
tangent rays (unlike in Burrows et al. 2010; Fortney 2010).
Figure 1 illustrates the basic concept for two representative
planets, a hot Jupiter and a warm Neptune. The necessary
planet and atmosphere parameters are shown in Table 1.

For this setup we use a relatively high altitude opaque cloud
in order to substantially flatten the spectra, a reasonable cloud
top pressure in lieu of recently observed flat transmission
spectra (Morley et al. 2013,2015; Knutson et al. 2014;

Kreidberg et al. 2014a) and General Circulation Model
(GCM) tracer studies (Parmentier et al. 2013; Charnay et al.
2015b). We see that the nonuniform cloud cover damps the
spectral features as it is an average of a near flat line and a clear
atmosphere. Certainly different cloud distributions (e.g., a
cloudy northern hemisphere, clear southern hemisphere) could
have the same terminator cloud fraction. For a given cloud
fraction, we would not be able to determine the spatial
distribution of clouds along the terminator;however, this

Figure 1. Impact of nonuniform cloud cover on a hot-Jupiter and warm-
Neptune transit transmission spectrum. The cartoon at the top illustrates the
relative change in radius (to scale for the hot Jupiter) due to the the clear and
cloudy annuli. In the bottom two panels we compare representative spectra of
different commonly encountered atmospheric scenarios for a hot Jupiter
(middle) and warm Neptune (bottom) (see Table 1) with partial cloudy spectra.
The spectra are offset to have zero mean. Note the near identical match between
the patchy cloud and high mean molecular weight (mmw) spectra.
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for both planets, we again find two possible solutions: the high
mean molecular weight mode (resulting from the high water
abundance) and the solar composition low mean molecular
weight mode.

The correlations in Figure 3 are rich in information. For both
planets, the red histograms, corresponding to the “patchy
cloud” mode, always encompassa cloud fraction of unity
(global cloud coverage), albeit at low probability, suggesting
that some “clearness” is favored. Also in this patchy cloud
mode, the cloud top pressures are required to be relatively low
(high altitudes) for HD189733b (Pc<∼1 mbar) with a cloud
fraction between 0.5 and 0.7 (1σwidth). The results are similar
for HAT-P-11b, but less constrained owingto the lower feature

signal-to-noise ratio. A more noticeable correlation between
cloud top pressure and cloud fraction appears in HAT-P-11b.
As the cloud top pressure decreases (higher altitudes), the cloud
fraction must also decrease;otherwise, the water feature damps
too much.
Looking at the log(H2O) versus log(Pc) panels for both

planets, we find that as the cloud moves to deeper pressures, the
water abundance must decrease in order to preserve the low-
amplitude features. These solutions correspond to the cloud-
free “high C/O” solution found by Madhusudhan et al. (2014)
for HD189733b; less favorable fits in our models. The water
features are damped when the water abundance is low because
of the relative weighting of the water opacity to the hydrogen

Figure 2. Synthetic retrieval results. The top row shows the synthetic data (diamonds with error bars) for the hot-Jupiter half-cloud half-clear scenario (left) and the
warm-Neptune high mean molecular weight scenario (right). For each the 2σspread in spectra derived from both modes is shown in light red. The median spectra
drawn from the high and low water abundance modes only are shown in blue and red, respectively. The orange spectra are the median for a retrieval in which there is a
globally uniform cloud anda prior upper limit restricting the high water abundance mode. The spectral modulation from one scale height is 150 ppm in the solar
composition hot Jupiterand 32 ppm for the high molecular weight warm Neptune. The bottom row shows the posterior probability distributions for the interesting
parameters (water abundance, cloud top pressure, and terminator cloud fraction). The black histograms are the resultant 1D marginalized distributions for each
parameter. The red and blue curves result from drawing samples only from the low or high water (high molecular weight) modes, respectively (where the cut is at
logH2O = −1.5, mean molecular weight of 2.8). The dashed lines show the true values for each scenario (the true cloud and cloud fraction for the warm-Neptune case
are on the edges at 1.5 and 0, respectively). Note that both scenarios can be fit well by either a high mean molecular weight or a partial cloud cover at approximately
solar composition molecular weight. In the high mean molecular weight mode the cloud location and coverage are largely ill informed (blue histograms).
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Atmospheric theorists rose to the challenges presented by 
observational data and developed models of growing complexity

Kempton et al. (2011)

Charnay et al. (2015)

The Astrophysical Journal, 745:3 (13pp), 2012 January 20 Miller-Ricci Kempton, Zahnle, & Fortney

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for the major carbon-bearing molecules only.

Without high levels of UV irradiation, methane remains the
dominant carbon-bearing species throughout the atmosphere
and is present at high abundances ranging from 0.1% for
solar metallicity atmospheres to 1% when the metallicity is
enhanced to 30 × solar. Ammonia and N2 are expected to be the
most abundant nitrogen-bearing molecules with N2 becoming
increasingly abundant at higher metallicities. Some additional
carbon-bearing species appear at moderate abundances for
models with low Kzz and high metallicity including HCN
and C2H6. Molecular diffusion allows for heavy molecules to
preferentially settle out of the atmosphere at pressures lower
than ∼100 µbar for models with Kzz of 106 cm2 s−1 and
∼10 µbar for models with Kzz of 107 cm2 s−1.

For the highly irradiated models, the upper atmosphere chem-
istry is further complicated by UV photolysis. In these atmo-
spheres, the chemistry is driven by photolysis of methane and
ammonia. Ammonia has an appreciable photolysis cross section
throughout the UV, making it unstable in the upper atmosphere
(see Figure 4). Methane only has a large UV cross section short-
ward of 1400 Å, but it experiences significant photolysis from
Lyα photons at 1216 Å. The heights at which CH4 and NH3
are removed from the atmosphere have a strong dependence on
the amount of vertical mixing. At higher values of Kzz, methane
and ammonia are lofted higher into the atmosphere, which re-
sults in a replenishing source that counteracts the effects of

Figure 4. Photolysis cross sections for some of the molecules that are predicted
to be present at high abundance in GJ 1214b’s atmosphere. Photolysis rates are
determined by

∫
σFνe

−τν dν where Fν is the stellar flux density, τν is the optical
depth, and σ is the photolysis cross section. The photolysis cross sections plotted
here are from Zahnle et al. (2009a, and references therein).

photolysis. As the models increase in metallicity, both methane
and ammonia also maintain higher abundances to higher
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right panel in Figure 2). Figure 1(b) shows the global mean
mixing ratio of condensed KCl cloud for particle radii from
0.1 to 3 μm. Cloud particles are well mixed to high altitudes
for radii of 0.1 μm. For particles larger than 1 μm, the upper
atmosphere (above 10 mbar) is depleted in cloud.

3.2. Simulations with Radiatively Active Clouds

The 3D modeling of radiatively active clouds in GJ1214bʼs
atmosphere is challenging. Because of cloud opacity, the
atmospheric radiative timescale becomes shorter in the upper
atmosphere and the condensation occurs deeper in the

Figure 2. Zonally averaged KCl cloud mixing ratio (left panels) and KCl cloud mixing ratio at 0.1 mbar (right panels) in 10−4 kg/kg. Top panels are for non-
radiatively active clouds with 0.5 μm particles. Middle panels are for radiatively active clouds with 0.5 μm particles. Bottom panels are for radiatively active clouds
with 0.1 μm particles.
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The development and application of exoplanet atmospheric retrieval 
algorithms transformed our view of exoplanet atmospheres

4 Joanna K. Barstow, Kevin Heng

Fig. 1 Schematic showing the basic structure of a retrieval algorithm.

contained a six-parameter temperature-pressure profile, which e↵ectively di-
vided the atmosphere into three layers and described the temperature gradi-
ent within each layer. They also retrieved altitude-independent abundances of
H2O, CO2, CO, CH4 and NH3, which were the five species they considered to
be most likely to be active in the infrared. They found that they were unable
to simultaneously fit the data from di↵erent instruments with the same model.
A subsequent analysis by Lee et al. (2012) allowed the temperature to vary
freely and smoothly as a function of pressure, which allowed a reasonable fit to
be achieved to all datasets, but clearly included greater potential for model de-
generacy due to the increased number of parameters. Lee et al. (2012) present
correlations between the temperature-pressure profile and the abundances of
the molecular species, demonstrating the extent of this degeneracy.

Parameterisation has also evolved in modelling of primary transit spectra.
The di↵erent geometries of primary and secondary transit observations mean
that each is sensitive to di↵erent aspects of the atmospheric state, and so
di↵erent parameters are included depending on the type of observation.

The transit depth in primary transit is given by

�� = 1�
⇣
Rp,�

Rs

⌘2

(1)

where Rp,� is the radius of the planet and Rs the radius of the star. A transit
spectrum is the variation in transit depth as a function of wavelength, which
results from the change in atmospheric opacity due to the presence of absorbing
gases and aerosols (Figure 2).

Barstow & Heng (2020)
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Fig. 2.— Pairs plots of retrieved parameters from the emission spectrum (top right) and the transmission spectrum (lower left). We plot
every tenth point from our MCMC chains. For the emission spectrum fits, we show constraints on the retrieved molecular abundances (in
units of log mixing ratio) and the temperature at the 100 mbar pressure level (T100, in Kelvin). For the transmission spectrum, we show
constraints on the molecular abundances (in units of log mixing ratio), the scale height temperature (in Kelvin), the reference pressure Pref
(in bars), and the cloud-top pressure Pc (in bars).
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Eventually a comparative sample of 
exoplanet atmospheres evolved…

Observations from Hubble and Spitzer have provided detections 
of H2O, Na, K, TiO, H, He, aerosols, and hints of many other 
atmospheric components.



With Spitzer and Hubble we embarked on our first probes of 
the atmospheres of habitable zone worlds

TRAPPIST-1

Image Credits: NASA/ESA/STScI

8 Benneke et al.

Figure 3. Transmission spectrum of K2-18b computed from our global spectroscopic and broadband transit light-curve analysis
(black points), and a random sampling of the model transmission spectra in the retrieval MCMC chain (blue). The shaded
regions indicate 1� and 2� credible intervals in the retrieved spectrum (medium and light blue, respectively), relative to the
median fit (dark blue line) and the overall best-fitting model (red). The main feature of the transmission spectrum is the
prominent increase in transit depth within the 1.4 µm vibrational band of water vapor covered by the HST/WFC3 data. The
K2 data point is plotted at visible wavelengths and the Spitzer/IRAC measurements are indicated at 3.6 and 4.5 µm. The
secondary vertical axis on the right indicates the atmospheric pressure for the best-fitting model.

explore the most extreme scenarios where the spot and
faculae covering fractions can be as high as 100%, but
even those stellar inhomogeneity models fail to explain
the amplitude of the observed transit depth variation.
They deliver an absolute maximum of 20 ppm at 1.4µm,
which still only corresponds to less than a quarter of the
transit depth variation in the observations. We conclude
that stellar inhomogeneities and activity cannot explain
the measured transmission spectrum.

4. ATMOSPHERIC MODELING

We compute quantitative constraints on the atmo-
sphere of K2-18b using the SCARLET atmospheric re-
trieval framework (Benneke & Seager 2012, 2013, Knut-
son et al. 2014a, Kreidberg et al. 2014, Benneke 2015,
Benneke et al. 2019). To be as independent of model
assumption as possible, we employ the “free retrieval”
mode, which parameterizes the mole fractions of the
molecular gases, the pressure of the cloud deck, and
the atmospheric temperature as free fitting parameters.
SCARLET then determines their posterior constraints
by combining the atmospheric forward model with a
Bayesian MCMC analysis.
To evaluate the likelihood for a particular set of pa-

rameters, the atmospheric forward model first computes

a model atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium, then de-
termines the opacities of molecules at each layer, and
finally computes the transmission spectrum. Beyond
H2/He, our model allows for H2O, CH4, CO, CO2, NH3,
HCN, and N2 with a log-uniform prior for mixing ratios
between 10�10 and 1. We find that only H2O is required
by the data and that including the other molecules has
virtually no impact on the best fit to the data. Follow-
ing Benneke & Seager (2012, 2013), we also include a
cloud deck at a freely parameterized cloud top pressure
with a log-uniform prior between 0.1mbar and 10 bar.
The cloud deck is assumed to be opaque to grazing
light beams below the cloud top pressure as would oc-
cur for large droplets. We also explored a more complex
three-parameter Mie-scattering cloud description as in-
troduced in Benneke et al. (2019); however, we find no
significant improvement in the fit to the observed trans-
mission spectrum compared to gray clouds. Our atmo-
spheric temperature is parameterized using a single free
parameter for the mid-atmosphere probed by the ob-
servations because low-resolution transmission spectra
are largely insensitive to the exact vertical temperature
structure (Benneke & Seager 2012). We also considered
a five-parameter analytic model (Parmentier & Guil-

Benneke et al. (2019) 

K2-18b

deWit et al. (2018) 



A reminder of the instrument systematics and other noise 
sources tackled in the era of Hubble and Spitzer 4 Bean et al.

Figure 1. Example Spitzer/IRAC 4.5µm phase curve for the hot Jupiter HD189733b. The dominant instrumental signal in the
raw photometry (periodic variations and long-term drift) is due to intrapixel sensitivity variations, coupled with an undersampled
PSF and telescope pointing variations. Gaps in the coverage are due to spacecraft downlink breaks. We expect qualitatively
similar instrument systematics for JWST time-series observations. Our ERS program is designed to deliver representative
datasets to the community to accelerate the development of strategies for modeling and removing these e↵ects. Figure adapted
from Knutson et al. (2012).

work to establish the best observational and data anal-
ysis strategies for these facilities. Since JWST will have
a short (relative to Hubble) and finite lifetime, identify-
ing the dominant systematics and developing solutions
for deriving high-fidelity data products from the key ob-
serving modes early in the mission will be crucial to
maximizing its impact on transiting exoplanet science.
While the technical challenges faced by the transit-

ing exoplanet community are unique, the need to ac-
celerate the entire astronomical and planetary science
communities’ knowledge of JWST data and capabilities
is general and has been anticipated by the Space Tele-
scope Science Institute (STScI). This anticipation led
to the creation of the Director’s Discretionary Early Re-
lease Science (DD ERS) program, which is a mechanism
for allocating Director’s Discretionary Time for obser-
vations that will provide representative datasets to the
JWST user community soon after the commissioning of
the observatory1. Proposals for the ERS program were

1 More information on the DD ERS program can be
found at this website: https://jwst.stsci.edu/science-planning/
calls-for-proposals-and-policy/early-release-science-program.

due in August 2017 and the results of the selection were
announced in November 20172.
The transiting exoplanet community self-organized to

respond to the DD ERS program and developed a suc-
cessful proposal that was based on 22 months of inclusive
and transparent work (Proposal ID 1366, Batalha et al.
2017a). The e↵ort began at a workshop held at STScI in
November 20153. This early phase culminated in a com-
munity white paper that described the expected chal-
lenges of transiting exoplanet observations with JWST
and possible programs that could be proposed to elu-
cidate the performance of the instruments (Stevenson
et al. 2016). In October 2016, an open call for participa-
tion in an ERS working group was extended to the tran-
siting exoplanet community by NASA’s Nexus for Ex-
oplanet System Science (NExSS), a NASA research co-
ordination network. Approximately 100 scientists con-
tributed to the proposal planning. A second open work-
shop on transiting exoplanet science with JWST was

2 The list of selected DD ERS proposals can be found
at this website: https://jwst.stsci.edu/observing-programs/
approved-programs.

3 https://jwst.stsci.edu/news-events/events/events-area/
stsci-events-listing-container/stsci-event-11?mwc=4

Bean et al. (2018), adapted from Knutson et al (2012) Berta-Thompson et al. (2012)
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Figure 5. White light curve of GJ1214b’s transits before (top panels) and after (middle panels) removing the instrumental systematics using the divide-oot (left)
and model-ramp (right, with offsets for clarity) methods described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.4. A transit model that was fit to the divide-oot-corrected light curve,
constrained to the values of a/R! and b used by Bean et al. (2010), is shown (gray lines), along with residuals from this model (bottom panels). In the left panels, the
out-of-transit orbits are not shown after the correction has been applied because they contain no further information.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

When performing the division, we propagate the template
uncertainty into the photometric uncertainty for each exposure,
which typically increases it by a factor of

√
1 + 1/2 = 1.22.

This factor, although it may seem like an undesired degradation
of the photometric precision, would inevitably propagate into
measurements of the transit depth whether we performed this
correction or not, since Rp/R! is always measured relative to the
out-of-transit flux, which must at some point be inferred from
the data.

Throughout this work, we refer to this process of dividing by
the out-of-transit orbits as the divide-oot method. Because
each point in the single in-transit orbit is equally spaced in
time between the two out-of-transit exposures being used to
correct it, the divide-oot method also naturally removes the
0.05% visit-long slope seen in the raw photometry. As we
show in Section 4.5, when applied to the white light curves,
the divide-oot treatment produces uncorrelated Gaussian
residuals that have a scatter consistent with the predicted photon
uncertainties. The white light curve published in Table 1 does
not have this correction applied.

Unlike decorrelation techniques that have often been used
to correct systematics in HST light curves, the divide-oot
method does not require knowing the relationship between
measured photometry and the physical state of the camera. It
does, however, strictly require the systematics to repeat over
multiple orbits. The divide-oot method would not work if the
changes in the position, shape, and rotational angle of the first-
order spectrum were not repeated in the other orbits in a visit or if
the cadence of the illumination were not nearly identical across
orbits. In such cases, the Gaussian process method proposed by
Gibson et al. (2011a) may be a useful alternative, and one that
would appropriately account for the uncertainty involved in the
systematics correction.

4.5. White Light Curve Fits

Although the main scientific result of this paper is derived
from the spectroscopic light curves presented in Section 4.6,
we also analyze the light curve summed over all wavelengths

between 1.1 and 1.7 µm. We use these white light curves to
confirm the general system properties found in previous studies
and quantitatively investigate the instrumental systematics.

We fit an analytic, limb-darkened transit light curve model
(Mandel & Agol 2002) to the divide-oot-corrected white light
curves. Only the in-transit orbits were fit; after the divide-oot
correction, the two out-of-transit orbits contain no further
information. Also, because the in-transit orbit’s flux has already
been normalized, we fix the out-of-transit flux level to unity
in all the fits. Throughout, we fix the planet’s period to P =
1.58040481 days and mid-transit time to Tc = 2454966.525123
BJDTDB (Bean et al. 2011), the orbital eccentricity to e = 0, and
the stellar mass to 0.157 M" (Charbonneau et al. 2009).

4.5.1. Combined White Light Curve

First, we combine the three visits into a single light curve,
as shown in Figure 5, and fit for the following parameters:
the planet-to-star radius ratio (Rp/R!), the total transit duration
between first and fourth contact (t14), the stellar radius (R!), and
the two coefficients c and d of the square-root LD law.12 Previous
studies have found no significant transit timing variations for
the GJ1214b system (Charbonneau et al. 2009; Sada et al.
2010; Bean et al. 2010; Carter et al. 2011; Désert et al. 2011a;
Kundurthy et al. 2011; Berta et al. 2011; Croll et al. 2011), so
we fix the time of mid-transit for each visit to be that predicted
by the linear ephemeris.

As in Burke et al. (2007), we use the parameters t14 and R! to
ensure quick convergence of the MCMC because correlations
among these parameters are more linear than for the commonly
fit impact parameter (b) and scaled semimajor axis (a/R!).
Because nonlinear transformations between parameter pairs
will deform the hypervolume of parameter space, we include
a Jacobian term in the priors in Equation (1) to ensure uniform
priors for the physical parameters Rp, R!, and i (see Burke
et al. 2007; Carter et al. 2008 for detailed discussions). For the

12 The square-root law is a special case of the four-parameter law and
straightforward to include in the Mandel & Agol (2002) model.
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Precision “records”:  Spitzer ~ 20 ppm, Hubble~30 ppm 



In the era of Hubble & Spitzer
>100 transiting exoplanets with 
atmospheric characterization 
observations

In the era of JWST
Potential for >500 transiting 

exoplanets with atmospheric 
characterization observations



JWST Transiting Exoplanets Cycle 1 & 2 Targets

Figure Credit: Hannah Wakeford/Sarah Moran

~120 Individual Targets
300+ Observations

~2800 hours
20% of JWST GO Time

207 Transits
90 Eclipses

20 phase-curves



“Your future is whatever you 
make it, so make it a good one.” 

-Doc Brown

Image Credit: NASA

JWST Cycle 3 GO deadline = Wednesday October 25th, 2023



JWST High-Precision Bright-Object Time-Series Modes 

NIRISS SOSS
   0.6-2.8 microns

Spectroscopy
      J > 6, R~700

NIRSpec BOTS
  1-5 microns
Spectroscopy  
   J > 5,  R~2700
   J > 6,  R~1000
   J > 9.5,  R~100

NIRCam 
  0.6-5 microns
Spectroscopy
  2.5-5.0 microns   
  K > 3.5, R~1450
Photometry
  0.7-4.8 microns   
  K > 1.0  

MIRI
  5-28 microns 

Slitless Spectroscopy
    K > 5, R~100

IFU Spectroscopy
4.9-27.9 microns    

K > 2, R~1500-3500
Photometry

5.6-25.5 microns
K > 2

https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-
roadmaps/jwst-time-series-observations

https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-roadmaps/jwst-time-series-observations
https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-roadmaps/jwst-time-series-observations


JWST High-Precision Bright-Object Time-Series Modes:
New for Cycle 3! 

Schlawin et al. 2017

1.0-2.0 μm spectra can be taken 
at the same time as the 
standard, longer wavelength, 
F322W2 (2.5-4.0 μm) or F444W 
(4.0-5.0 μm) spectra on the long 
wavelength detectors

NIRCam DHS produces 10 R~300 
spatially separated spectra 

Targets as bright as K~1 can be 
observed with this mode!



JWST Transiting Exoplanet Proposal Roadmap

1) Science Question

2) Targets and Models 3) Modes and Precision 

Batalha et al. (2017), 
https://natashabatalha.github.io

/PandExo/

https://jwst.etc.stsci.edu/
4) Make sure you have the team 

necessary to tackle proposal 
and future observations 

5) Iterate, polish, submit 
and wait..

apt.stsci.edu

https://natashabatalha.github.io/PandExo/
https://jwst.etc.stsci.edu/
https://www.stsci.edu/scientific-community/software/astronomers-proposal-tool-apt


“There are no insurmountable challenges to 
Transiting Exoplanet Observations with JWST.” 

-Nikole Lewis



Surmountable challenges for JWST transiting 
exoplanet atmospheric characterization observations

Espinoza et al 2022

Bell et al 2023



Surmountable challenges for JWST transiting 
exoplanet atmospheric characterization observations

Mirror Tilt Events

Rigby et al. (2023) 

Radica et al. (2023) 

1/f and background noise



Surmountable Challenges for JWST exoplanet 
atmospheric characterization observations

Noise Sources

Robust chemistry/opacity databases

3D atmospheric structure and processes

Supporting laboratory investigations

NASA 
SAG21 
Report

See Fortney and 80+ co-authors whitepapers

Gharib-Nezhad et al. (2021)
Hörst et al. (2018)

MacDonald & Lewis (2022)



Surmountable challenges for JWST transiting 
exoplanet atmospheric characterization observations

Rigby et al. (2023) 



“If you want to go fast, go alone. 
If you want to go far, go together.”

-African Proverb



Community-driven workshops, data challenges, collaborations and 
open-source software can accelerate the rate at which new insights 
into exoplanet atmospheres are gained in the coming decade 

Repeatability of Spitzer Eclipse Depths 11
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Figure 8. Eclipse depths for 10 real visits to XO-3b, as computed via various methods. The group of points for each epoch
is separated to minimize confusion. Error bars in this plot are symmetric; in cases where the technique returned asymmetric
uncertainties, we used the largest of the two values. We show the results for the separate visits to the left of the gray vertical
line, and the average results to the right. Error bars on the separate visits are the uncertainties reported by the technique.
Error bars on the averages are the uncertainties in the weighted mean, adjusted for “underdispersion” by a factor fdis (see text).
The horizontal red lines display the grand mean for all results, ± its uncertainty.

The averages are weighted sums of the individual eclipse
measurements:

D =

PN
i=1 wi DiPN
i=1 wi

; (5)

where the weights consist of the usual inverse variances,
but multiplied by an “overdispersion” factor (see Lyons
1992):

wi =
1

�2
i f

2
dis

. (6)

The factor fdis allows for the possible underestimation
of the individual uncertainties, using the scatter in the
group of measurements as an additional constraint. We
derive it using the �2 equation for the mean value (as-
suming theDi values are distributed normally aboutD):

�2 =
NX

i=1

�
Di �D

�2

�2
i f

2
dis

= N � 1. (7)

This can be inverted to solve for fdis (note that, since
Equation 5 contains f�2

dis
in both the numerator and de-

nominator, D does not depend on fdis):

f2
dis

=
NX

i=1

�
Di �D

�2

�2
i (N � 1)

. (8)

Table 3. Eclipse Depth Statistics: Real Data (�phot ⇡ 53 ppm)

Method Da �b SDc �orig

d fdis

e �TOT

f Rg rh Closest Matchi

(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

BLISS 1543 85 133 27 1.5+0.5
�0.3 40 189 0.40 KR/Data: (–25±86)

GP 1513 152 155 40 1.0 40 220 0.34 BLISS: (–60±121)

Table 3 continued

Spitzer Data Reduction 
Challenge (Ingalls et al. 2016) 

A retrieval challenge exercise for the Ariel mission 7

The bulk planet properties for each case are listed in Table 1. For the blind
retrievals, only the planet mass and stellar radius are assumed to be known.

3.2 Results

The combined retrieval results from all five codes are compared with the input
values, with 1� error bars, in Figures 1—8. We also present example corner
plots for each code, for Planet 2, in Figures 9—13; these provide a better
indication of correlations and degeneracies between parameters.

Fig. 1 Retrieval results and spectral fits for Planet 1. The colours represent the di↵erent
retrievals used. Black lines on the parameter plots (left hand panels) indicate the input
values for retrieved quantities. Where black lines and TauREx retrieved values are absent,
the gas/cloud was not included in the input model. Thick/thin error bars indicate the 1/2-
� limits respectively. The black points in the top right panel indicate the input spectrum
with error bars. The di↵erence spectra (bottom right) show input - model for each retrieval,
with the black lines indicating the error envelope. The x-axis for the right hand plots shows
wavelength in microns.

The results shown here display overall very good agreement between both
spectra and retrieved parameters for all cases, both given and blind. In general,
retrieved parameters are also correct to within 1� from the input value.

3.2.1 Spectral fits

The quality of the spectral fits is generally extremely good. The �2 values for
each model and planet are presented in Table 2.

There are specific spectral regions where discrepancies emerge for some
models. For example, for Pyrat Bay there is generally a discrepancy at

Ariel Atmospheric Retrieval 
Challenge (Barstow et al. 2022) 

JWST Transiting 
Exoplanet ERS
Collaboration

(ers-transit.github.io) 



In the coming decade JWST will not be the only space-based facility 
spectroscopically probing transiting exoplanet atmospheres

CUTE – Cubesat 
launched in 2021 

Pandora – Smallsat 
launch in mid-2020s Ariel – M4 Mission 

launch in 2029



In the era of JWST, Hubble will still provide critical access to 
UV, Optical, and NIR wavelengths necessary for 
understanding exoplanet atmospheric chemistry and evolution 

Credit: Mercedes Lopez-Morales Image Credits: NASA/ESA/STScI

!
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data from WCF3 and Spitzer, combining them with UV and optical observations to constrain the 
photochemistry, mass loss, and atmospheric scattering of exoplanets, all vital information that will 
be largely inaccessible to JWST or other facilities.  This survey aims to: (1) provide the first 
statistically compelling, uniform UV through IR study of clouds/hazes and chemical composition 
in exoplanetary atmospheres; (2) probe planetary mass loss across different environments and in 
the major three atmospheric chemical species (H, C, and O); and (3) provide a UVOIR legacy 
sample of transmission spectra for exoplanets that will be well-suited for follow up with 
JWST. As a by-product, the survey will also yield stellar UV flux of many exoplanet host stars, 
which is a key input information for planetary atmospheres.!

  
Figure 1.  Diagram of irradiated 
exoplanet atmospheric structure, 
illustrating which atmospheric 
layers are affected by different 
irradiation wavelengths.  The plots 
from Lavvas et al. (2014) show the 
temperature (left) and abundance of 
major species (right) vs pressure.   
 
 

Why observations in UV, optical and IR? 
Wide wavelength coverage is key to characterizing exoplanetary atmospheres.  Absorption 

cross sections of gases and condensates vary with wavelength; therefore, wavelength has a strong 
impact on the pressure levels at which stellar radiation is deposited and, in turn, on a multitude of 
physical and chemical processes.  With stellar irradiation being such a dominant factor, 
observations of highly irradiated exoplanets require a multi-wavelength approach and a 
large and diverse sample of planets to gain insight into the underlying physical processes that 
govern their atmospheres. As shown in Fig. 1, the characteristics of all parts of the planetary 
atmosphere are determined by their response to the intense stellar XUV-Optical-IR irradiation, 
from the bottom of the troposphere to the upper thermosphere and exosphere.  Atmospheric mass 
loss from exoplanets can be directly measured in the UV, and for small planets this loss can be 
significant and have a major impact on the evolution of the planet itself (Ehrenreich et al. 2015). 
Current theories of hot, gaseous exoplanets 
 Current theories of hot gaseous planets contain many open questions about their atmospheric 
characteristics (temperature, clouds, energy budget, atmospheric escape), their chemical 
abundances, and how they formed and evolved. All these questions are intertwined, and a 
comparative program like the one we propose here will be key to answering some of those 
questions.  The planets in our sample orbit close to their host stars, making them tidally locked and 
highly irradiated. Those factors affect the planets’ vertical and horizontal (day-to-night) 

Strategic Exoplanet Initiatives with HST and JWST Working Group

https://sites.google.com/view/exoplanet-strategy-wg

Townhall on July 31st, 2023 is reserved for early career researchers!

https://outerspace.stsci.edu/display/HPR/Strategic+Exoplanet+Initiatives+with+HST+and+JWST
https://sites.google.com/view/exoplanet-strategy-wg


Opportunities for synergies between ground and space-based 
observatories for transiting exoplanet atmospheric characterization

Low-resolution optical/NIR 
transmission spectroscopy 

and stellar monitoring

High-resolution resolution 
optical/NIR spectroscopy

Kirk et al. (2021) Van Sluijs al. (2023)



My First Exoplanet 
Meeting (~ 50 people)

Early-career researchers have an important opportunity shape 
JWST transiting exoplanet science in the coming decade… 

2008

To today…. (1000+ people)

Sagan Summer Workshop
Characterizing Exoplanet 
Atmospheres: The Next 20 Years

2023


